The objective of this paper is to assess the performances of the proposed ice water content (IWC)-radar reflectivity Z and IWC-Z-temperature T relationships for accurate retrievals of IWC from radar in space or at ground-based sites, in the framework of the forthcoming CloudSat spaceborne radar, and of the European CloudNET and U.S. Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program projects. For this purpose, a large airborne in situ microphysical database is used to perform a detailed error analysis of the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T methods. This error analysis does not include the error resulting from the mass-dimension relationship assumed in these methods, although the expected magnitude of this error is bounded in the paper. First, this study reveals that the use of a single IWC-Z relationship to estimate IWC at global scale would be feasible up to Ϫ15 dBZ, but for larger reflectivities (and therefore larger IWCs) different sets of relationships would have to be used for midlatitude and tropical ice clouds. New IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships are then developed from the large aircraft database and by splitting this database into midlatitude and tropical subsets, and an error analysis is performed. For the IWC-Z relationships, errors decrease roughly linearly from ϩ210%/Ϫ70% for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ4 g m Ϫ3 to ϩ75%/Ϫ45% for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ2 g m , and then linearly increase up to ϩ210%/Ϫ70% for the largest IWCs. The error curves have the same shape for the IWC-Z-T relationships, with a general reduction of errors with respect to the IWC-Z relationships. Comparisons with radar-lidar retrievals confirm these findings. The main improvement brought by the use of temperature as an additional constraint to the IWC retrieval is to reduce both the systematic overestimation and rms differences of the small IWCs (IWC Ͻ 0.01 g m
Introduction
Modeling studies clearly indicate that clouds play a major role in the earth radiation budget and hydrological cycle (e.g., Liou 1986; Ramanathan et al. 1989; Stephens et al. 1990) . Although this point is widely recognized, the quantitative representation of clouds in climate models is still not adequate. For instance, different climate models still produce a very different ice water path, spanning an order of magnitude (Stephens et al. 2002) . Clouds influence the shortwave and longwave radiation budget through scattering, absorption, and emission. The magnitude of these interactions between radiation and clouds primarily depends on cloud geometrical (cloud fraction, thickness, altitude) and microphysical properties (e.g., Stephens et al. 1990 ). Among the most critical cloud properties, the ice water content (IWC) and its vertical distribution inside clouds are of primary importance.
As a result, significant methodological progress has been achieved to derive more accurate estimates of IWC from the intensive use of synergetic combinations of instruments, both for operational weather forecasting and climate monitoring purposes. At regional and local scales, several single-sensor or multisensor approaches have indeed been developed to access accurate estimates of cloud IWC. All of these methods rely on the new generation of airborne and ground-based active (cloud radars, operating at 35 and 95 GHz, and backscatter and Raman lidars) and passive (infrared radiometers and imagers) remote sensing instruments. Among them, the radar-infrared radiometer (Matrosov 1997 (Matrosov , 1999 Mace et al. 1998) , radar-lidar (Intrieri et al. 1993; Donovan and van Lammeren 2001; Donovan et al. 2001; Wang and Sassen 2002; Tinel et al. 2005) , and dual-or triple-wavelength radar (e.g., Sekelsky et al. 1999; Gaussiat et al. 2003) combinations have been extensively studied and are assumed to provide accurate estimates of IWC and effective radius, to within approximately 30%, although further evaluations are still ongoing. The use of several radar wavelengths, however, is limited to clouds that contain particles that are large enough to Mie scatter at least one wavelength, and the methods that make use of infrared radiometers or lidars are limited to ice clouds that are not optically thick (optical depth of less than 3, roughly). Additional and sometimes significant problems with the synergetic methods arise from the fact that the cloud boundaries and sensed ice particles can be different at different wavelengths (Matrosov et al. 2002) .
For these reasons, new single-sensor methods have been recently developed, mostly relying on cloud radar measurements [the whole Doppler spectrum (e.g., Babb et al. 1999) , two or three moments of the Doppler spectrum (e.g., Matrosov et al. 2002; Protat et al. 2004) , the radar reflectivity factor Z and the temperature T from an operational forecast model (Liu and Illingworth 2000, hereinafter LI00; Hogan et al. 2006a, hereinafter HO06) , or the reflectivity factor only (e.g., Brown et al. 1995; Atlas et al. 1995; Heymsfield and Platt 1984; Liao and Sassen 1994; LI00) ]. The two latest types of methods, which will be referred to as the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T methods in the following, are particularly attractive in the perspective of the forthcoming launch of the first cloud radar in space ("CloudSat"; Stephens et al. 2002) , as part of the constellation of satellites named the A-Train. This spaceborne cloud radar will provide a global coverage of reflectivity, from which the cloud properties could potentially be retrieved and used to provide observational constraints to operational models (e.g., Janiskova et al. 2002) in a simple and computationally efficient manner using the IWC-Z and/or IWC-Z-T methods (CloudSat is not a Doppler radar, and therefore the methods using Doppler velocities cannot be used).
The objective of this paper is to investigate in detail the performances that can be expected from the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T methods. The motivation for this study is that the different relationships have been estimated in all cases from a limited set of airborne in situ microphysical measurements, which could have the effect of limiting the applicability of the different relationships in the literature to the geographical location at which they have been derived. Note, however, that this error analysis does not include the potential errors arising from the assumption of a mass-dimension relationship, although this represents a potentially significant error, as will be discussed later. The magnitude of this error is nevertheless bounded in the paper by using different mass-dimension assumptions. Because the objective is now to apply such methods for all types of ice clouds at global scale in the framework of CloudSat or at several ground-based radar sites in the framework of the European "CloudNET" (Illingworth et al. 2007 ) and the U.S. Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM) projects, the degree of generality of such relationships had to be assessed. In this paper we make use of a large airborne in situ microphysical database gathered for the investigation of the stability of the normalized ice particle size distribution to perform a detailed error analysis of the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T methods and to answer the following questions: Do the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships proposed in the literature still hold when a large in situ microphysical database is used; that is, are these relationships applicable at global scale? Do the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships depend on geolocation (i.e., midlatitude vs Tropics)? By how much and in which IWC range does the IWC-Z-T method outperform the IWC-Z method?
The aircraft in situ database is briefly described in section 2, as well as the calculation of IWC and Z at different wavelengths from the in situ microphysical data. The errors arising from the IWC-Z relationships of LI00, as well as from new IWC-Z relationships derived in the current paper from the in situ aircraft database, are analyzed in section 3. The same error analysis is then performed for the IWC-Z-T relationships in section 4. A more quantitative evaluation of the IWC estimates from these IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships is then conducted in section 5 from comparisons with a more elaborate radar-lidar retrieval method us-ing both lidar backscatter and radar reflectivity as inputs. Conclusions are given in section 6.
Description of the airborne in situ microphysical database
As discussed in the introduction, a large statistical microphysical database including both midlatitude and tropical field campaigns has been gathered in a previous study, the purpose of which was to investigate the stability in shape of the normalized ice particle size distribution . The construction of this large database offers the unique opportunity to evaluate the statistical significance of the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships proposed in the literature as applied to a much larger in situ aircraft database than that used to derive these relationships. For instance, in LI00, the statistical relationships for midlatitudes are derived from the European Cloud and Radiation Experiment (EUCREX) dataset only, but is this dataset representative of the natural scatter of IWC as a function of Z?
The IWC errors in the current paper are characterized in terms of the root-mean-square (rms) difference and mean difference in IWC classes between log 10 (IWC) calculated directly from the particle size distributions and log 10 (IWC) calculated using the IWC-Z or IWC-Z-T relationships.
The particle size distribution N(D) is provided by airborne Particle Measuring Systems, Inc., two-dimensional cloud (2D-C) and two-dimensional precipitation (2D-P) microphysical optical array probes. Shadow images of cloud particles are in size ranges between 30 and 800 m for the 2D-C and between 200 and 6400 m for the 2D-P, with diameter intervals of 30 and 200 m, respectively. Note, however, that sizes smaller than 100 m measured by the 2D-C probe are generally considered to be questionable, although corrections to these measurements have been proposed and validated (e.g., Shcherbakov et al. 2005) . Recent field campaigns in the database also include Forward-Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) data, but not all of the experiments in the database do. The exploitation of these field campaigns has highlighted the bimodal nature of the particle size distribution of ice clouds, with the existence of a "small mode" characterized by sizes less than 100 m. Note, however, that there is still a controversy regarding possible instrumental artifacts, and especially the artificial production of small particles by shattering of large ice crystals. We have chosen in this study not to include the available FSSP data, so as to keep the different field experiments comparable, but in the following we quantify the potential contribution of the FSSP particles to the total IWC. We have computed from the datasets of our database, which include the FSSP, 2D-C, and 2D-P sensors, the statistics of the relative rms difference between the IWC computed from 2D-C/2D-P only and the IWC computed from FSSP/2D-C/2D-P within different IWC bins. The total contribution varies slightly with IWC itself (not shown), but it ranges from around 10%-15% for IWC Ͻ 10 Ϫ2 g m Ϫ3 to 4%-10% for IWC Ͼ 10 Ϫ2 g m Ϫ3 , which is in good agreement with the 10% value acknowledged, for instance, in Hogan and Illingworth (2003) . It is noted that the effect on Z is much less (1% at most) while the effect on visible extinction is very large, about 30%-40%, as is also found in Gayet et al. (2002) .
Another common difficulty with all of these sensors is the small collection area of the instrument, which implies that the inferred concentrations of the largest particles can be very noisy because of the cumulative effects of their low concentrations and the small volume sample. This is why individual samples are always averaged over a given time period (5-10 s, typically) to minimize this effect.
The database used in this study includes midlatitude datasets and tropical datasets, a fact that makes it a fairly representative database for ice clouds in these regions. Note that in the near future new in situ aircraft databases will be available for polar regions [e.g., the Arctic Study of Tropospheric Aerosols, Clouds, and Radiation (ASTAR) project], which will eventually be added to the current study so as to describe ice clouds at global scale.
There are five midlatitude experiments. The 1998 Cloud Lidar and Radar Experiment (CLARE98) took place from 5 to 23 October 1998 at the Observatory of Chilbolton, Hampshire, United Kingdom. This campaign was devoted to the characterization of the microphysical, radiative, and dynamic properties of nonprecipitating clouds. The U.K. C-130 was performing the in situ microphysical documentation of clouds using the FSSP, 2D-C, and 2D-P probes. In this dataset, we extracted 1 h 30 min of prefrontal ice cloud data.
The 1999 Clouds by Ground-Based and Airborne Radar and Lidar (CARL99) was held in Palaiseau, France, in April-May of 1999. This campaign was devoted to the investigation of the ice cloud properties and involved ground-based lidar, radar, and radiometry measurements as well as in situ validation measurements from aircraft. The Merlin IV aircraft from Météo-France was carrying the set of in situ microphysical probes from GKSS (FSSP, 2D-C, and 2D-P). This dataset corresponds to 2 h 10 min of cirrus observations. ARM intensive airborne microphysical observations above the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site were carried out in 2000. The scientific objectives of these flights
were to improve cloud and radiative models and parameterizations and, thereby, the performance of atmospheric general circulation models used for climate research. Four days in March of 2000, including Lagrangian spiral descents, are included in our database. This corresponds to 15 h 35 min of observations in a large variety of ice clouds. EUCREX was a program focused on the earth radiation budget and climate change, starting in 1991 and continuing through 1995. A principal aim of EUCREX was to improve our knowledge of the physical processes that determine the radiative transfer properties of cloud fields. Airborne in situ microphysical measurements were collected using the 2D-C and 2D-P probes on board the U.K. C-130 research aircraft off the Scottish coast. In our database, these datasets correspond to approximately 20 h of cirrus data. This dataset is used in LI00 and HO06 to derive their IWC-Z-T relationships.
The Fronts and Atlantic Storm-Track Experiment (FASTEX) took place in January-February of 1997 off the Irish coast over the North Atlantic Ocean. This international campaign was devoted to the investigation of multiscale processes associated with the mature stage of frontal cyclones developing in the trailing part of midlatitude fronts. Ten flights of the U.K. C-130 aircraft instrumented with the 2D-C and 2D-P sensors have been performed in the ice part of frontal cyclones, corresponding to 40 h of data in our database.
The two tropical experiments are less numerous but correspond to a fairly large number of flight hours, comparable to the number of midlatitude hours. The first experiment, the Central Equatorial Pacific Experiment (CEPEX), was conducted between 7 March and 5 April 1993 around the Solomon Islands, north of Australia. Of the 108 flight hours performed by the Learjet aircraft during CEPEX, three flights including 2D-C and 2P-P probes were designed to measure the vertical and horizontal structure of the microphysical properties within mesoscale convective anvils and cirrus clouds. The CEPEX dataset corresponds to 34 h of tropical ice clouds, with temperatures ranging from Ϫ65°to Ϫ10°C. This dataset is that used together with the EUCREX dataset in LI00 to estimate a midlatitude/Tropics variability of IWC less than 25% when using the IWC-Z-T relationships.
The Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers (CRYSTAL) Florida Area Cirrus Experiment (FACE), the second tropical experiment, is a recent measurement campaign designed to investigate tropical cirrus cloud physical properties and formation processes. It took place in July of 2002 around Florida. Several aircraft were involved for in situ and remote sensing of ice crystals. Among these aircraft, the Cessna Citation II aircraft of the University of North Dakota carried a state-of-the-art set of in situ microphysical instruments [2D-C probes, a continuous-flow diffusion chamber, a cloud-integrating nephelometer, a cloud particle imager, and a high-volume precipitation spectrometer (HVPS; 0.1-6-mm size range, 200-m resolution)] but not the 2D-P probe used in our analysis for all of the other experiments. Spectra used in our study have therefore been constructed using a combination of the 2D-C and HVPS. This extensive dataset corresponds to 41 h of tropical ice clouds.
To perform the error analysis of IWC estimates from the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T methods, we have computed the radar reflectivity factor at 35 and 95 GHz (denoted as Z 35 and Z 95 in the following) and the IWC from all the particle size distributions included in the database. In the following, Z will refer to radar reflectivities measured in millimeters to the sixth power divided by meters cubed (mm 6 m
Ϫ3
) and ZdB will refer to the radar reflectivities in reflectivity decibels (dBZ ), that is, ZdB ϭ 10 log 10 (Z ):
where D is the maximum dimension, |K w | 2 ϭ 0.93 at 3 GHz, bsc is the Mie backscattering coefficient, is the ice particle density, and is the wavelength. For the Mie calculations, we have used the spherical assumption for size, with the maximum dimension measured by the probes as the diameter of the spheres, but we corrected the refractive index assuming a given density of the ice particles instead of taking the density of solid ice, following the approach proposed by Oguchi (1983) . This "fractional" refractive index is
where f ϭ (D)/ i is the fraction of ice in the volume, (D) is the density of the ice particles assumed for the calculation, and i is the density of solid ice. The same density-diameter relationship as that used in LI00 and HO06 has been considered, which is the Francis (1995)-Locatelli and Hobbs (1974) "aggregates of unrimed bullets, columns and side planes" relationship widely used in the literature [(D) ϭ 0.07D(cm) Ϫ1.1 ]. This implies that the error analyses in sections 3 and 4 do not include the errors arising from the use in IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T methods of a single density-diameter relationship for all ice clouds, which is also the case in all papers in the literature that address such relationships. Note that the use of a single mean density-diameter relationship for midlatitude and tropical ice clouds is obviously not a negligible source of error though, because the analysis of recent aircraft observations (Heymsfield et al. 2004) clearly shows that mean effective densities are larger for midlatitude ice clouds than for tropical ice clouds for the same size distribution slope parameters. Therefore, in section 4, the magnitude of this potential error is discussed and quantified using different particle habits. Note that the magnitude of this error is being investigated more thoroughly in an intercomparison exercise using blind-test vertical profiles of measured IWC and Z in the frame of CloudSat that will soon be published (A. Heymsfield 2006, unpublished manuscript) .
Error analysis of IWC estimates from IWC-Z relationships
Very different IWC-Z relationships can be found in the literature (e.g., Brown et al. 1995; Atlas et al. 1995; Heymsfield and Platt 1984; Liao and Sassen 1994) , which, according to the review by Matrosov (1997) , suggests that the mean IWC predicted from these relationships can vary by 1.5 orders of magnitude. However, LI00 have highlighted that these large differences between previously reported IWC-Z relationships could be essentially explained by the different radar wavelengths considered and the different assumptions made to relate particle mass and size. Indeed, when assuming the same mass-size relationship and making the calculations at the same wavelength, the differences in IWC computed from the different IWC-Z relationships are substantially reduced in variability, down to 30%, which, according to the authors, is mostly due to the departures from exponentiality of the particle size distribution. It is noteworthy, though, that additional sources of error are not included in this estimate, such as the assumption of a single ice density-diameter relationship and the fact that the database from which the relationships have been derived and the associated errors analyzed might be of limited statistical significance for some applications. LI00 finally propose somewhat "unified" IWC relationships at 35 and 95 GHz derived from the tropical CEPEX and midlatitude EUCREX datasets, which are believed to produce IWC estimates with fractional errors of ϩ100%/Ϫ50%, which is a level that corresponds to a mean rms difference in log 10 (IWC) of 0.3. These will be taken in the current paper as references for the different IWC-Z relationships available in the literature: ). From the database described in the previous section, we have also derived such relationships at 35 and 95 GHz using exactly the same method as that of LI00 for both the whole database ("global" relationships) and the midlatitude and tropical subsets of the in situ microphysical database (fit to the linear mean IWC computed in 5-dB reflectivity ranges): These different relationships are displayed for the two radar frequencies in Fig. 1 , for both the whole database (Fig. 1a ) and the midlatitude (Fig. 1b) and tropical ( Fig.  1c) subsets of the database. From these figures it is clearly apparent that for both the whole database and subsets and for the two radar frequencies, the overall agreement between the LI00 and the (3)- (8) IWC-Z relationships derived in the current paper is very good, with the largest differences being observed at 95 GHz for the tropical subset. This latter result is consistent with the fact that the LI00 relationships have been obtained with a midlatitude dataset. This overall agreement is also clear from the very comparable mean rms differences reported in Table 1 , for both the whole database and the midlatitude and tropical subsets. It is observed, as expected, that the new relationships in (3)-(8) systematically produce smaller rms differences than do the LI00 relationships, but the differences are fairly small, both globally and for the midlatitude and tropical subsets. These rms differences range from 0.237 to 0.295, which corresponds to fractional errors of ϩ75%/Ϫ43% and ϩ97%/Ϫ49%, respectively. These errors are slightly smaller than the ϩ100%/Ϫ50% fractional error acknowledged in LI00. If we assume that the dataset used in LI00 is statistically representative of the natural variability of IWC as a function of Z, then the rms difference obtained with (3)-(8) should decrease by a factor N 1/2 when using our much larger database, where N is the number of additional points in our database as compared with LI00. As seen in Table  1 , the errors are indeed slightly smaller than those found in LI00 but are not much smaller. This result could be due to different ways to calculate the errors in the different publications, and therefore we have redone the same error analysis taking only the EUCREX dataset (which is the dataset used in LI00 and HO06) so as to compare the rms differences obtained with the EUCREX dataset with those from the whole database. This analysis of errors from EUCREX only is also reported in Table 1 . When comparing the errors in Table  1 for the whole database and EUCREX, it appears that the rms differences are about 10% larger when only EUCREX is used but again are not much larger. This result may indicate that caution should be exercised when using a single dataset such as EUCREX to derive statistical relationships, although the LI00 relationships are in this particular case almost as accurate as the (3)-(4) relationships.
The error characteristics are now analyzed more precisely within IWC classes (Fig. 2 at 35 GHz, and Fig. 3 at 95 GHz). When the whole database is used (Fig. 2a) , the rms differences at 35 GHz are largest for small IWCs, decreasing roughly linearly from 0.6 (ϩ300%/ Ϫ75% fractional error) for log 10 (IWC) ϭ Ϫ4 to 0.25 (ϩ75%/Ϫ45%) for log 10 (IWC) ϭ Ϫ2. The rms errors then remain constant for Ϫ2 Ͻ log 10 (IWC) Ͻ Ϫ0.8. The minimum rms error of 0.18 (ϩ50%/Ϫ33%) is obtained for log 10 (IWC) ϭ Ϫ0.4 (IWC ϭ 0.4 g m Ϫ3 ), and then for the large IWCs the errors linearly increase to reach 0.5 (ϩ210%/Ϫ70%) at log 10 (IWC) ϭ 0.3 (i.e., IWC ϭ 2 g m Ϫ3 ). The error characteristics as a function of IWC are about the same for intermediate to large IWCs [log 10 (IWC) Ͼ Ϫ2.5] when the midlatitude (Fig. 2b) and tropical (Fig. 2c) subsets are used. The main differences are for the smaller IWCs, with the errors for the midlatitude subset being much larger [0.7 at log 10 (IWC) ϭ Ϫ3.5 instead of 0.5 for the whole database, which corresponds to a ϩ 400%/Ϫ80% fractional error] and the errors for the tropical subset being much smaller [180%/Ϫ65% at log 10 (IWC) ϭ Ϫ4 instead of ϩ300%/Ϫ75% for the whole database]. It is noteworthy that the errors reported in Figs. 2 and 3 have characteristics as a function of IWC that are comparable to the findings of Hogan and Illingworth (1999) using EUCREX and CEPEX (their Figs. 3 and 4) , with errors in our case being systematically smaller over the whole IWC range.
At 95 GHz (Fig. 3) , we only show the error analysis in IWC classes for the whole database, because the results are similar for the midlatitude and tropical subsets. At this frequency the error decreases linearly from 0.5 for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ4 g m Ϫ3 (ϩ210%/Ϫ70%) to a minimum of 0.18 for IWC ϭ 0.1 g m Ϫ3 (ϩ50%/Ϫ33%) and then increases again linearly up to 0.42 (ϩ160%/ Ϫ60%) for IWC ϭ 2 g m
Ϫ3
. This large microphysical in situ database also offers the opportunity to evaluate the variability of IWC for a given reflectivity between midlatitude and tropical ice clouds. In LI00, IWC was found to be on average 30% lower at midlatitudes than in the Tropics for the same reflectivity. Using the current microphysical in situ database, we have computed the mean IWCs with the midlatitude and tropical subsets ( Fig. 4a and 4b , respectively) and the relative mean difference between the midlatitude IWC and the tropical IWC (Fig. 4c) within 5-dBZ reflectivity classes at 35 and 95 GHz and using the same density-diameter assumption for the midlatitude and tropical datasets (although note that this relationship could be different). From Fig. 4c it appears that from Ϫ40 to Ϫ15 dBZ the tropical IWCs are generally 5%-10% larger than the midlatitude IWCs for a given reflectivity, whatever the radar frequency. Then the relative mean difference increases very rapidly from Ϫ15 to 5 dBZ, with tropical IWCs about 20% (40%) larger than the midlatitude IWCs for a 35-GHz (95 GHz) reflectivity of Ϫ5 dBZ and 60% (80%) larger than the midlatitude IWCs for a 35-GHz (95 GHz) reflectivity of ϩ5 dBZ. The mean difference over the whole reflectivity range is 20% at 35 GHz and 28.5% at 95 GHz, which is in good agreement with the 30% found globally in LI00. The distribution of the mean relative difference in IWC at midlatitudes and in the Tropics is, however, not uniform over the whole reflectivity range. The use of a single IWC-Z relationship to estimate IWC at global scale would therefore be feasible up to Ϫ15 dBZ, but for larger reflectivities different sets of relationships must be used for midlatitude and tropical ice clouds. This is likely due to the fact that these two main geographical locations are broadly characterized by two archetypal types of cloud initiation: TABLE 1. Mean rms difference between log(IWC) computed from the true particle size distributions and a mass-dimension assumption (the reference) and log(IWC) computed from the IWC-Z relationships at 35 and 95 GHz from LI00 and from the current analysis. This error analysis is conducted using the whole database, the midlatitude subset, or the tropical subset. The corresponding fractional error on IWC is also indicated. The error analysis using EUCREX is also reported to allow comparison with LI00. 
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the ice clouds generated by a large-scale uplift (mostly at midlatitudes) and the ice clouds triggered by convection (mostly in the Tropics). However, this is not a systematic rule; therefore, it would require a careful analysis of the datasets to conclude unambiguously. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.
Error analysis of IWC estimates from IWC-Z-T relationships
The spread of IWC-Z-T relationships in the literature is much less than that of the IWC-Z relationships, because this approach has been only recently proposed by LI00, who demonstrated by using the EUCREX and CEPEX datasets that the incorporation of temperature as an additional constraint to the IWC-Z relationships resulted in a substantially more accurate estimate of IWC. HO06 recently refined this analysis to produce smoother variations from a temperature class to the next. They also repeated the same analysis as that for IWC to develop ␣-Z-T relationships, where ␣ is the visible extinction coefficient. Two sets of relationships have been derived by HO06, which have specific interests. The first set of IWC-Z-T relationships corresponds to the so-called expected value for IWC, which is the expected best estimate of IWC: log 10 ͑IWC͒ ϭ 0.000 242ZdB 35 T ϩ 0.0699ZdB 35 Ϫ 0.0186T Ϫ 1.63 and ͑9͒ log 10 ͑IWC͒ ϭ 0.000 580ZdB 95 T ϩ 0.0923ZdB 95
Rms difference between the log(IWC) computed from the true particle size distributions and a mass-dimension assumption (the reference) and the log(IWC) computed from the LI00 relationship at 35 GHz (dotted line) or the relationships derived at 35 GHz in the current study (solid line) for (a) the whole database, (b) the midlatitude subset of the database, and (c) the tropical subset of the database.
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As for the IWC-Z relationships, we have developed IWC-Z-T relationships using the expected-value approach of HO06 (i.e., a fit to the linear mean IWCs computed in 5-dB reflectivity and 5°C temperature intervals), but using the whole database and then using the midlatitude and tropical subsets of the database. These relationships are readily comparable to (9) A second set of IWC-Z-T relationships derived by HO06 produces an unbiased variance for IWC, which is not the objective in our paper. Therefore, in what follows only the expected-value approach is retained and discussed. The mean rms differences are reported in Table 2 for the whole database and the midlatitude and tropical subsets. It is observed that the IWC-Z-T relationships (11)-(16) systematically produce smaller rms differences than do the HO06 relationships, which is consistent with the fact that they have been derived using the database used to evaluate the errors, whereas the HO06 relationships had been obtained from a small subset. These rms differences range from 0.216 to 0.257, which corresponds to fractional errors of ϩ65%/Ϫ40% and ϩ80%/Ϫ45%, respectively. It is noteworthy that these mean errors are systematically smaller than the mean errors obtained in the previous section for the IWC-Z relationships reported in Table 1 , which are readily comparable with Table 2 . More quantitative is that the rms differences obtained with the (11)- (16) IWC-Z-T relationships are about 10%-15% smaller than those of the (3)- (8) IWC-Z relationships.
The error characteristics are now analyzed within IWC classes (Fig. 5 at 35 GHz, and Fig. 6 at 95 GHz), as was done for the IWC-Z methods. For sake of comparison, the error curves corresponding to the (3)- (8) IWC-Z relationships are superimposed in Figs. 5 and 6. It is first obtained that the shape of the error curves as a function of IWC for the IWC-Z-T relationships is similar in all cases to the shape of the error curve for the IWC-Z relationships, with a general reduction of the error magnitudes. The (11)- (16) IWC-Z-T relationships are generally those that produce the smallest errors at all IWCs. With the whole database (Fig. 5a) , the rms differences at 35 GHz are largest for small IWCs, as was the case with the IWC-Z relationships, decreasing roughly linearly from 0.46 (ϩ190%/Ϫ65% fractional error) for log 10 (IWC) ϭ Ϫ4 to 0.23 (ϩ70%/ Ϫ40%) for log 10 (IWC) ϭ Ϫ2. Then the rms errors remain constant for Ϫ2 Ͻ log 10 (IWC) Ͻ Ϫ0.8. The minimum rms error of 0.18 (ϩ50%/Ϫ33%) is obtained for log 10 (IWC) ϭ Ϫ0.4 (IWC ϭ 0.4 g m
Ϫ3
). Then for the large IWCs the errors linearly increase to reach 0.38 (ϩ140%/Ϫ60%) at log 10 (IWC) ϭ 0.3 (i.e., IWC ϭ 2 g m
). The error characteristics as a function of IWC are about the same when the midlatitude (Fig. 5b) and tropical (Fig. 5c ) subsets are considered. The comparison in Fig. 5 between the rms differences associated with the 35-GHz IWC-Z relationships (3), (5), and (7) and the 35-GHz IWC-Z-T relationships (11), (13), and (15) in IWC classes clearly demonstrates the considerable improvement brought by the use of temperature FIG. 3 . Rms difference between the log(IWC) computed from the true particle size distributions and a mass-dimension assumption (the reference) and the log(IWC) computed from the LI00 relationship at 95 GHz (dotted line) or the relationship derived at 95 GHz in this study (solid line) for the whole database.
as an additional constraint for the small IWCs [log 10 (IWC) Ͻ Ϫ1.5, or IWC Ͻ 0.03 g m Ϫ3 ; see Fig. 5 ]. This improvement is, however, much less obvious for the intermediate to large IWCs, both for the whole database and its midlatitude and tropical subsets.
At 95 GHz, both for the whole database (Fig. 6a ) and its midlatitude (Fig. 6b) and tropical (Fig. 6c) subsets, the rms difference decreases linearly from 0.4 for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ4 g m Ϫ3 (ϩ150%/Ϫ60%) to a minimum of 0.18 for IWC ϭ 0.1 g m Ϫ3 (ϩ50%/Ϫ33%), and then increases again linearly up to 0.3 (ϩ100%/Ϫ50%) for IWC ϭ 2 g m Ϫ3 . As at 35 GHz, the improvement brought by the use of temperature as an additional constraint to the IWC retrieval is significant for the small IWCs [log 10 (IWC) Ͻ Ϫ1.5, or IWC Ͻ 0.03 g m Ϫ3 ; see Fig. 6 ]. However, contrary to the 35-GHz case, the use of temperature also improves the IWC retrieval for the large IWCs [log 10 (IWC) Ͼ Ϫ0.4, or IWC Ͼ 0.4 g m
]. This result is likely due to the fact that the Mie effects, which tend to produce strong departures from linearity of the log 10 (IWC)-Z relationship at large IWCs (see the low quality of the fits at 95 GHz on Fig. 1 for the large IWCs), are much more challenging to be accounted for in IWC-Z relationships than when these relationships are stratified by temperature.
As discussed in section 2, these error statistics do not TABLE 2. Mean rms difference between log(IWC) computed from the true particle size distributions and a mass-dimension assumption (the reference) and log(IWC) computed from the IWC-Z-T relationships at 35 and 95 GHz from HO06 and from this analysis. This error analysis is conducted using the whole database, the midlatitude subset, or the tropical subset. The corresponding fractional error on IWC is also indicated. include the errors resulting from the assumption of a single density-diameter relationship for all clouds. To estimate the magnitude of this error, we used the previous IWC-Z-T relationships that had been obtained assuming the Brown and Francis (1995) aggregates, but applied them using three sets of reflectivity calculated using three typical particle habits in the literature for ice clouds: aggregates of side planes/columns/bullets, bullet rosettes, and hexagonal plates. We then computed the IWC error statistics using the IWCs calculated with the three previous particle habits as a reference. By doing this, we include both the errors of the IWC-Z-T fits and the error on the assumption of an ice particle density. The result of this sensitivity test is shown in Fig. 7 . This figure shows that there is a relatively constant increase of the errors over the whole IWC range. The largest errors are when bullet rosettes are considered. Overall, there is a 0.05-0.1 increase in the rms errors on log(IWC), which is not negligible but is not extremely large. As discussed previously, this error will be quantified in a much more accurate manner using direct IWC measurements from the counterflow virtual impactor inlet during recent field projects.
When comparing rms differences, the systematic and random contributions to the total error are mixed. Presumably with temperature as an additional constraint a significant part of the error is random, whereas the IWC-Z relationships tend to produce systematic overestimation of small IWCs and underestimation of the large IWCs. To check this, we have reported in Fig. 8 FIG. 5. Rms difference between the log(IWC) computed from the true particle size distributions and a mass-dimension assumption (the reference) and the log(IWC) computed at 35 GHz from the IWC-Z-T expected-value relationships of HO06 (dotted line with circles), from the IWC-Z-T expected value relationships (thin solid line with circles) and the IWC-Z relationships (thick solid lines) derived in this study using (a) the whole database, (b) the midlatitude subset of the database, and (c) the tropical subset of the database.
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the mean bias on log 10 (IWC) obtained with the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships at 35 and 95 GHz derived in this paper. As seen in this figure, the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships are both characterized by a positive bias for the small IWCs and a negative bias for the large IWCs. It is observed, however, that this bias is greatly reduced when using the IWC-Z-T relationships-roughly by a factor of 2 (30% and 15%-20% at 35 and 95 GHz for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ2 g m
Ϫ3
, respectively; Ϫ30% and Ϫ40% at 35 and 95 GHz for IWC ϭ 1 g m Ϫ3 ).
Further assessment of the performances of the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships
The errors arising from the use of IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T methods have been analyzed in the two previous sections. In this section, we attempt to quantify the accuracy of these methods by statistically comparing the retrieved IWCs with those derived from a more elaborate radar-lidar retrieval method developed and validated recently (denoted as the Rali method in what follows; Tinel et al. 2005) , which makes use of radar reflectivity and lidar apparent backscatter for the IWC retrieval. In the version we use in this paper, an improvement has been brought to the original version of Tinel et al. (2005) by including a correction for multiple scattering in the lidar backscatter coefficient, which has proven to have a significant impact on the retrieval (Hogan et al. 2006b ). The IWC estimate from Rali is assumed to be accurate to within 20%-30% (as in this paper though, this error does not include the possible error arising from the ice particle density). It is therefore a good reference for the evaluation of the IWC retrieval from the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships. 
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To perform this evaluation, 2 yr of vertically pointing ground-based Doppler cloud radar observations over three European sites (Chilbolton, United Kingdom; Palaiseau; and Cabauw, Netherlands) have been used. This database has been collected in the framework of the European CloudNET project (Illingworth et al. 2007) . Because of the fact that the lidar signal is completely extinguished for optical depths of around 3 (and even less for the lidar ceilometers at Chilbolton and Cabauw), the comparison is naturally restricted mostly to thin ice clouds and lower parts of thicker ice clouds. As discussed in the introduction, this is a major advantage of radar-only methods such as IWC-Z or IWC-Z-T relationships, from which the whole cloud depth can be explored. The comparison of the IWC retrieved using the Rali method and the IWC-Z/IWC-Z-T relationships is shown for the Palaiseau dataset (95-GHz radar) in Figs. 9a and 9b , respectively, as a density of points over which the bias and standard deviation of the error in each IWC bin are superimposed. Figure 9c shows the rms differences as was done with the in situ microphysical database. The first striking result is the large scatter around the 1:1 line for both methods, indirectly reflecting the large natural variability of IWC for a given reflectivity, which translates directly into differences with the Rali method that does not make use of a unique relationship between IWC and Z. Rms differences (Fig. 9c) , decreasing roughly linearly down to 0.28 (ϩ90%/Ϫ48% fractional error) for IWC-Z, and 0.35 for IWC-Z-T (ϩ125%/ Ϫ55% fractional error) for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ1 g m Ϫ3 . These rms difference values translate into large fractional errors for the small IWCs, which is probably due to the small amount of points for comparisons with Rali for log 10 (IWC) Ͻ Ϫ2.5, as shown in Fig. 9d . For the mean difference over the IWC range, it is found that the IWC-Z-T relationships provide a much smaller bias than the IWC-Z relationships for the IWCs less than 10 Ϫ2 g m Ϫ3 (a 40%-50% overestimation with respect to the radar-lidar retrievals, as compared with 200% overestimation for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ3 g m Ϫ3 ), whereas both types of relationships have similar performances for IWC Ͼ 10 Ϫ2 g m Ϫ3 (a 20%-40% systematic overestimation with respect to the radar-lidar retrievals). The radar at Palaiseau is at 95 GHz. If we compare the systematic positive bias of the IWC-Z-T relationships with respect to the radar-lidar retrievals over the whole IWC range (Fig. 9b) with the biases obtained with the in situ particle size distribution estimates in Fig. 8b , then the positive bias for the small IWCs (IWC Ͻ 10-2 g m
Ϫ3
) with respect to the radar-lidar retrievals is clearly attributable to the IWC-Z-T relationships, because roughly the same overestimation is found (40% with respect to radar-lidar, 20% with respect to in situ-derived IWCs). For large IWCs though, the IWC-Z-T relationships tend to underestimate IWC by 40% according to the in situ aircraft data, whereas it tends to produce IWCs larger than the radar-lidar retrievals. This result is likely due to the fact that the Mie effect is not accounted for in the radar-lidar retrievals, whereas it is partly included implicitly in the derivation of the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships. As a result, the IWC-Z-T relationships seem to produce less negative bias than do the radar-lidar retrievals for the large IWCs.
Conclusions
The objective of this paper was to assess the performances of the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T methods for accurate retrievals of IWC from radar in space or at ground-based sites, in the framework of the forthcoming CloudSat spaceborne radar, and of the European CloudNET (Illingworth et al. 2007 ) and U.S. ARM projects. For this purpose we have used a large airborne in situ microphysical database to perform a detailed error analysis of the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships. The error analysis discussed here does not include the effect of small ice particles not sampled by the 2D sensors or the errors arising from the use of a massdimension assumption. These sources of errors have nevertheless been bounded: the small ice particles are FIG. 7 . Rms difference for the whole database between the log(IWC) computed at 95 GHz from the IWC-Z-T expectedvalue relationships derived in this study and the log(IWC) computed directly from the true particle size distributions and four different mass-dimension assumptions: the Brown and Francis (1995) aggregates (thick solid line, identical to the solid line with circles in Fig. 6a ), the aggregates of side planes/columns/bullets (solid line with circle), the bullet rosettes (dashed line), and the hexagonal plates (solid line with triangles).
found to contribute to around 5%-15% to the total IWC, and the use of a wrong mass-dimension relationship results in a roughly constant increase by 0.05-0.1 of the rms errors, depending on the ice crystal density considered.
The IWC-Z relationships have been first evaluated at two common radar frequencies for cloud physics-35 and 95 GHz. This study shows that the use of a single IWC-Z relationship to estimate IWC at global scale would be feasible up to Ϫ15 dBZ, but for larger reflectivities different sets of relationships must be used for midlatitude and tropical ice clouds, probably owing to different formation mechanisms (mostly convectively generated in the Tropics and synoptically generated at midlatitudes).
New IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships have then been derived from the large aircraft database. The error analysis for the IWC-Z relationships shows that the IWC-Z relationships produced maximum errors for small IWCs, decreasing roughly linearly from ϩ300%/ Ϫ75% at 35 GHz and ϩ210%/Ϫ70% at 95 GHz for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ4 g m Ϫ3 to ϩ75%/Ϫ45% for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ2 g m ) at the two radar frequencies. Then, for the large IWCs the errors linearly increase from ϩ50%/ Ϫ33% at IWC ϭ 1 g m Ϫ3 to ϩ210%/Ϫ70% at 35 GHz and ϩ160%/Ϫ60% at 95 GHz for the largest IWCs.
The same analysis conducted using the IWC-Z-T relationships shows that the shape of the error curves as a function of IWC is similar in all cases to the shape of the error curve for the IWC-Z relationships, with a general reduction of the error magnitudes. Errors are maximum for small IWCs, as was the case with the IWC-Z relationships, decreasing roughly linearly from ϩ190%/Ϫ65% at 35 GHz (ϩ150%/Ϫ60% at 95 GHz) for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ4 g m Ϫ3 to ϩ70%/Ϫ40% for IWC ϭ 10 , with a magnitude similar to that achieved with the IWC-Z relationships. Then, for the large IWCs the errors linearly increase to reach ϩ140%/Ϫ60% at 35 GHz and ϩ100%/Ϫ50% at 95 GHz for the largest IWCs. In all cases, the error characteristics as a function of IWC are broadly similar when the midlatitude and tropical subsets are considered instead of the whole database.
The performances of the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships have also been evaluated using systematic comparisons with the IWCs retrieved using a radarlidar method (Tinel et al. 2005) applied to 2 yr of continuous ground-based radar-lidar observations in the frame of the CloudNET project. Results are comparable to the conclusions drawn from the in situ microphysical database. It is found that the IWC-Z-T relationships provide a much smaller bias than do the IWC-Z relationships for the IWCs less than 10 Ϫ2 g m
Ϫ3
(a 40%-50% overestimation with respect to the radarlidar retrievals, as compared with the 200% overestimation produced by the IWC-Z relationships for IWC ϭ 10 Ϫ3 g m
), whereas the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships have similar performances for IWC Ͼ 10 Ϫ2 g m Ϫ3 (a 20%-40% systematic overestimation with respect to the radar-lidar retrievals). It is believed, FIG. 8 . Mean difference between the log(IWC) computed from the true particle size distributions and a mass-dimension assumption (the reference) and the log(IWC) computed at (a) 35 and (b) 95 GHz from the IWC-Z-T expected-value relationships of HO06 (dotted line with circles), from the IWC-Z-T expected-value relationships (thin solid line with circles) and the IWC-Z relationships (thick solid lines) derived in this study using the whole database.
however, that errors generated by the radar-lidar retrieval are larger than those generated by the IWC-Z-T relationships for large IWCs, owing to the fact that the Mie effect is not accounted for in this method.
The comparison of errors associated with the IWC-Z and IWC-Z-T relationships in IWC classes with respect to the in situ microphysical database and radarlidar retrievals shows that the main improvement brought by the use of temperature as an additional constraint to the IWC retrieval is to reduce both the systematic overestimation and rms differences of the small IWCs (IWC Ͻ 0.01 g m
). For the large IWCs, the use of temperature also results in a reduction by a factor of 2 of the systematic underestimation of the large IWCs, but it does not significantly reduce the rms differences. This latter improvement may be attributed to a better account of the Mie effect when IWC-Z relationships are stratified by temperature.
